In Hamburg the group Energy System Integration of the DLR-Institute of Engineering Thermodynamics is located in the ZAL
TechCenter on the “Rüsch”-peninsula of the township Hamburg-Finkenwerder. Our facilities can be compassed as follows:

Address:
German Aerospace Centre
Institute of Engineering Thermodynamics
Energy System Integration
at the ZAL TechCenter
Hein-Saß-Weg 22
21129 Hamburg
Germany
 Mr Christoph Gentner
+49 (0)711 6862 374

By train
With Deutsche Bahn (www.bahn.de), Metronom (www.der-metronom.de) or Nord-Ostsee-Bahn (www.nob.de) till Hamburg Central Station or one of the train stations “Hamburg-Harburg” and “Altona”, respectively. Thence, further by car,
taxi or public transport (see below).

By plain
After arrival at Hamburg airport (www.airport.de) please continue either by car, taxi or public transport (see below).

By car
Coming both from the north or the south take the motorway A7 (cf. maps); slip the motorway at exit “30-HH-Waltershof“
in direction of “HH-Finkenwerder/Hafen“; keep to the right at the forking and follow the signposting “Finkenwerder/
Altenwerder/Dradenau“ on the road “Finkenwerder Straße“; keep the road as “Aue-Hauptdeich“ as well as
“Ostfrieslandstraße“; turn to the left on the road “Steendiek“; after 87m turn right on “Schloostraße”; after 19m turn left
on “Finksweg”; after 160m turn left on “Hein-Saß-Weg” and follow this street for 800m; the ZAL TechCenter is located on
the right hand side. journey time approx. 15 minutes (from exit “Waltershof“).

By taxi
All train stations and nearly all urban railway stations allocate taxis; otherwise a taxi may be arranged for calling +49 (0) 40 –
66 66 66; ask the driver to take you to “Hamburg-Finkenwerder“ on the “Rüsch”-peninsula to the ZAL TechCenter located
at Hein-Saß-Weg 22; journey time approx. 40 minutes (from the airport); charges approx. € 50 - 65,-.

Public transport
Coming from the north of the Elbe river (e.g. the airport, train station “Altona”, Hamburg central station), take one of the
urban railways S1 (destination “Wedel”) or S11 (destination “Blankenese”) till railway stop “Othmarschen“; continue by
bus no. 286 (destination “Falkenstein”) till bus stop “Teufelsbrück (Fähre)“; take ferry no. 64 (destination “Finkenwerder”)
across Elbe river till ferry stop “Rüschpark“; after getting off the ferry keep left and walk along the water for about 10
minutes until you get to the ZAL building; journey time approx. 35 minutes (from “Altona”), approx. 45 minutes (from central station) or 70 minutes (from the airport).
Coming from the south of Elbe river (e.g. train station Hamburg-Harburg) take bus no. 146 (direction “Rüschhalbinsel”)
until bus stop “Leegerwall“; walk in driving direction of the bus and turn right at the crossing “Leegerwall /Hein-Saß-Weg”;
follow the road until you reach the ZAL TechCenter building—totally about 7 minutes walk; journey time approx. 55
minutes (from train station “Hamburg-Harburg”).

Ticket
For each ride (www.hvv.de) a ticket “Großbereich“ is needed (approx. 2,95€). After 9am and for a round-trip on the same
day the “9-Uhr-Tageskarte“ (approx. 5,80€) is worthwhile.

